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REB Storage Systems International Celebrates 50 Years of Business 

Chicago, IL, 1/5/2012 - 2012 marks REB Storage Systems International’s 50th anniversary providing Turnkey 
Record Storage Solutions. REB has and continues to set the bar in the engineering, supplying and installing of 
records storage systems internationally. 

A key element to our success is that we are constantly striving to improve in order to better serve our clients. 
REB President Tom Lesko expresses this sentiment by stating, “In an industry that has proven to withstand 
economic downturns, we are enormously grateful to be part of it and to have served so many within it. But we 
realize we cannot sit still. We cannot get complacent with our success. To lead, we continue to aggressively 
analyze every current procedure, process and employee in our company.” 

One way this can be seen is through our efforts to always offer the most advanced industry products to our 
customers. SnapShelf is the 50% open decking that provides a less expensive way to help customers avoid fire 
code hassles. We also distribute Rack Armour, a new type of post protector with a snap-on installation 
technique, no anchors or tools required. 

Another important way we have advanced to better serve our customers is by expanding our locations. In 
2010 we announced the opening of a location in Ireland to build our European presence, and in 2011 we 
opened a warehouse in California for local service and faster, less expensive product delivery for our West 
Coast customers. 

We have been honored and very fortunate to work with all of our customers over the past 50 years and look 
forward to continuing those valued relationships as well as building new ones.  
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